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Transport Energy Demand (PRIMES-
TREMOVE) 

Introduction  

Energy consumption for transportation purposes generates very significant amount of 
greenhouse gases and emission abatement is particularly inelastic in this sector. 
Transport is by far the largest consumer of oil products. Expenditures for 
transportation purposes represent a significant percentage of GDP. 

Because of its importance, PRIMES devotes particular focus on transport and includes 
very detailed modelling which covers the energy and mobility nexus and also can 
handle a large variety of policy measures addressing the transport sector. 

PRIMES-TREMOVE Transport sub-model produces projections of transport activity, 
stock turnover of transport means, technology choice, energy consumption by fuel 
and emissions and other externalities. PRIMES-TREMOVE is a very detailed partial 
equilibrium simulation tool can be used for scenario projections and impact analysis 
of policies in the transport sector. The model has been designed with focus on long-
term simulation of conditions which would drive restructuring of the sector towards 
new, cleaner and more efficient transportation technologies and fuels. For this 
purpose the transport model fully handles possible electrification of road transport, 
high blending of bio-fuels in all transport sector and market penetration of alternative 
fuels including hydrogen. The simulation of dynamics of changes combines modelling 
of consumer choices, technology change, refuelling and recharging infrastructure and 
policy instruments which are meant to enable the changes. 

Model overview 

PRIMES-TREMOVE Transport Model produces projections covering the entire 
transport sector by 5-year steps up to 2050. The model projects mobility for 
passengers and freight, allocation of mobility by transport mode, projection of 
mobility by type of trip, allocation of mobility by mode in transport means, 
investment and scrapping of transport means, energy consumption and emissions of 
transport means and costs and prices of transport. Choices among alternative options 
and investment are simulated by agent which are considered to be representative of 
classes of transport consumers. The choices are based on economics and utility from 
mobility and also depend on policies, technology availability and infrastructure. The 
projection includes details for a large number of transport means technologies and 
fuels, including conventional and alternative types, and their penetration in various 
transport market segments.  The projection also includes details about greenhouse 
gas and air pollution emissions, as well as impacts on externalities such as noise and 
accidents. Operation costs, investment costs, external costs, tax revenues or subsidy 
costs, congestion indirect costs and others are included in the model reports.  

Agent choices are derived from structural microeconomic optimisation, in which 
technology features and transport activity allocation possibilities are embedded.  

  

The transport 
sector has a key 
role in climate 
change strategy 
and for oil 
independence 
policies. Large 
restructuring is 
required towards 
alternative fuels 
and technologies. 
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Coverage by PRIMES-TREMOVE transport model  

Model simulation run: Stand-alone or linked with the entire PRIMES energy system model and the 
PRIMES-Biomass model 

Time horizon: 2005 to 2050 by 5-year time steps; 2005 and 2010 are calibrated base years and 2015-
2050 being projections. 

Countries: Individually all EU 28 Member-States 
Transport modes covered: Private road passenger (cars, powered 2 wheelers), public road passenger 
(buses and coaches), road freight (HDVs, LDVs), passenger rail (slow and high-speed trains, metro), 
freight rail, passenger aviation (split into distance classes), freight and passenger inland navigation 
and short sea shipping, bunkers. Numerous classes of vehicles and transport means with tracking of 
technology vintages. 
Regions/road types: No spatial resolution below country levels. For trip classes distinction between 
Urban areas (distinguished into one metropolitan and other urban areas) and inter-urban areas 
(distinguished into motorways and other roads). 

Time of day/trip types: off peak and peak time travelling relevant for congestion; passenger trips are 
distinguished into non-working, commuting and business trips; freight split into bulk, cargo and 
unitized. 

Trip distances: stylized histogram of trip types according to distance, representing different agents' 
travelling habits per trip and region type. 

Energy: all crude oil derived fuels (total and separated by the different grades), biofuels (bioethanol 
and biodiesel blends, bio-kerosene, bio-heavy oil and DME), CNG, LNG, LPG, electricity and hydrogen. 
Linkage to refueling/recharging infrastructure by trip type. 

Emissions: GHG emissions on a TTW and WTW basis, pollutants emissions (CO, NOx, PM, SO2). 
Stock of vehicles: Full dynamics of stock turnover for all road (more refined) and non-road transport 
means. 

 

The exogenous scenario assumptions are grouped as follows: 

 Transport activity for passengers and freight 
 Fuel prices, taxation of fuels 
 Availability of alternative fuels and regulations on blending 
 Other costs and taxations in transport 
 Development of refuelling and recharging infrastructure and coverage 
 Cost parameters influencing public transport tariffs and infrastructure fees where applicable 
 Regulations on technologies, standards on CO2 or on energy efficiency performance of vehicles 
 Measures and infrastructure influencing modal shifts and modal efficiency 
 Taxations to internalise external costs (for example for air pollution, noise, accidents, etc.) 
 Technical improvements and cost changes for various vehicle technologies 
 Driving range for battery equipped and hydrogen fuel cell vehicle technologies 
 Market coordination assumptions between infrastructure, technology learning and perception of 

fuel/technology maturity by consumers. 
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Soft measures 

The model can run either as a stand-alone tool or fully integrated in the rest of the 
PRIMES energy systems model. In the integrated run mode, the transport model takes 
from the rest of PRIMES projection of prices for fuels, biofuels, electricity and 
hydrogen, as well as carbon prices where applicable. The transport model transmits 
projection of fuel, electricity and hydrogen consumption to the rest of PRIMES model. 
The model linkage is also used for life cycle analysis of emissions of fuels used in 
transport, covering the entire well to wheel calculations. The possibilities, costs and 
prices of biofuel supply are assessed using the dedicated PRIMES-Biomass Supply 
Model which is also linked with the core PRIMES model and the transport model, 
taking from them demand figures and conveying to them bio-energy commodity 
prices. So lifecycle analysis of emissions and energy is performed for all fuel types 
including alternative fuels. 

PRIMES-TREMOVE Transport model can also link with TRANSTOOLS a network 
transport model with spatial information. A module handles transformation of 
TRANSTOOLS mobility projections in transport activity variables handled by PRIMES. 

Policy analysis focus of PRIMES-TREMOVE 

PRIMES-TREMOVE Transport model includes a large variety of policy measures which 
can be mirrored in scenarios. Policy targets, for example on future emissions in 
transport, can be forced in scenario projections. The model endogenously determine 
drivers which influence restructuring in transport and substitutions enabling 
achievement of the target. The model can handle multiple targets simultaneously. 
Market penetration of technologies is not pre-defined but is a result of the model 
depending on economics and behaviours. Technology learning is explicitly 
represented and depends on volume of anticipated sales.  

Market penetration of alternative technologies and fuels in transport heavily depends 
on successful market coordination of various agents having different aspirations. At 
least four types of agents are identified: developers of refuelling/recharging 
infrastructure aiming at economic viability of investment depending on future use of 
infrastructure; fuel suppliers who invest upstream in fuel production the economics of 
which depend on market volume; providers of technologies used in vehicles and 
transport means who need to anticipate future market volume to invest in technology 
improvement and massive production lines in order to deliver products at lower costs 
and higher performance; consumers requiring assurance about refuelling/recharging 
infrastructure with adequate coverage, and low cost fuels and vehicle technologies in 
order to make choices enabling market penetration of alternative fuel/technologies. 
The PRIMES model can be used to explicitly analyse the dynamics of market 
coordination with individual focus on stylised agents allowing for development of 
complex scenarios, which may assume different degrees of success in effective market 
coordination. Thus, projections of market penetration of alternative 
fuels/technologies are fully transparent and include the entire spectrum of 
interactions between consumer choices, technology learning, infrastructure 
economics and fuel supply.  

The policy measures which can be represented in the model can be grouped in soft, 
economic, regulatory and infrastructure measures.  

Soft measures include the coordination between the public and the private sector, 
information campaigns, certification of services and labelling, partnerships between 
the public and the private sector aiming at enhancing knowledge and at using 
resources more efficiently. These kind of measures can be mirrored as factors 
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Economic measures 

Regulatory measures 

Infrastructure policies 

improving the perceived cost of technologies by consumers, thus allowing for faster 
adoption of new or more efficient, but also more expensive, technologies. In the 
absence of such measures, the model assumes higher perceived costs in the form of 
risk premiums for new technologies, which discourage consumers. Policies that 
decrease uncertainty or risk (technical, financing, regulatory. etc.) surrounding 
consumer choices can be mirrored by reducing risk premium factors and by lowering 
discount rates which are involved in capital budgeting decisions simulated by the 
model. The perceived cost parameters also reflect anticipation by consumers and can 
vary in order to mirror the anticipation confidence by consumers of commercial 
maturity of new technologies.  

Economic measures aim at influencing consumer choices by modifying relative costs 
and prices of fuels and technologies. They include subsidies and taxes on fuels, 
vehicles, emissions, congestion and other externalities such as air pollution, accidents 
and noise. Certificate systems such as the ETS are also explicitly modelled. The level of 
the ETS carbon price is determined in the core PRIMES model. Measures supporting 
R&D are reflected on costs and performance characteristics of new technologies. 
Taxation or subsidisation policies can be mirrored in scenarios at relatively high 
resolution: they can be defined for specific technologies (e.g. subsidies to BEVs), for 
new versus old vehicles, they can vary by size of vehicle, they can be linked to vehicle 
performance in terms of efficiency or emissions, they can take the form of tax 
exemptions (e.g. exemption from registration tax for new alternative vehicles), they 
may apply on fuels, they can vary by vehicle age etc. Economic measures are also 
modelled for public transport (for example to influence ticket prices) and for non-
road transport. Fuel taxation is modelled through the standard excise taxes which can 
be defined either in standard form, or in proportion to emissions (direct or life cycle) 
or energy efficiency. 

Regulatory measures include the setting of targets and technology standards. EU 
regulations No 443/2009 and No 510/2011 setting emission performance standards 
for new passenger cars and new light commercial vehicles respectively as part of the 
European Union's integrated approach to reduce CO2 emissions from light-duty 
vehicles have been explicitly integrated into the model. Tailpipe CO2 emission 
standards measured in gCO2/km which apply on new vehicle registrations are 
constraints influencing the consumers' choices upon purchasing new vehicle. In a 
similar way energy efficiency performance standards for all road transport modes 
have been integrated in the model; these standards set an efficiency constraint on 
new vehicle registrations. The current, as well as future, EURO standards on road 
transport vehicles are explicitly implemented and are important for projecting the 
future volume of air pollutants in the transport sector and determining the structure 
of the fleet. The model includes a special routine which simulates how the regulations 
imposing standards influence supply (structure by technology and vehicle prices) by 
vehicle manufacturers in order to influence consumer choices therefore allowing 
compliance with standards. Technology standards are also handled in the model for 
non-road transport technologies. Targets on emissions or energy can be imposed by 
transport sector or overall. Targets influence consumer choices through shadow 
prices (associated to each target type) which are perceived by the consumers as costs 
or benefits. Such shadow prices, including carbon values, can be coordinated with the 
rest of PRIMES model. 

Development of refuelling/recharging infrastructure for alternative fuels (electricity, 
hydrogen, LNG, CNG, etc.) is policy driven. Geographic coverage is determined as part 
of the policy assumption and concern road and maritime transport. The model 
simulates perception of infrastructure availability by consumers and depending on 
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Comparison to 

TREMOVE model 

Spatial features 

the matching between geographic coverage and trip types availability influences 
consumer choices. Investment cost recovery options are included. Transport 
infrastructure changes and improvements (e.g. intelligent systems, improved 
logistics) are not explicitly represented in the model but it is possible in scenario 
design to mirror cost, efficiency and modal shift impacts of these policies. 

Novel Model Features 

The PRIMES-TREMOVE Transport model is a completely new design. It has 
substantially drawn from TREMOVE model but compared to this model the new 
design has included significant new developments, which are summarised below: 

 Endogenous mileage distribution against various trip types 

 Modelling of several additional alternative technologies, fuel types (including 
several bio-fuel types) and energy carriers and better representation of 
vehicle vintages 

 Inclusion of cost-performance (or cost-efficiency) possibility curves for 
deriving endogenous technology improvement for conventional and new 
technologies in all transport modes 

 Detailed modelling of standards on specific CO2 emissions and alternatively on 
energy efficiency performance of road vehicles applying on vehicle 
manufacturers and influencing supply hence choice of vehicle types 

 Integration of multiple parameters in a perceived cost formulation which 
captures several factors influencing consumer choice, including "range 
anxiety" related to availability of refuelling/recharging infrastructure, 
commercial maturity of new technologies and anticipation of policies and 
targets 

 Formulation of more general discrete choice mathematical functions which 
allow representation of consumer heterogeneity through frequency 
distributions (histograms) 

 Expansion of representation of stylised trip types by type of geographic area 
and connection to infrastructure 

 Expansion of the modelling of non-road transport, including fast trains, and 
maritime transport 

 Connection of transport infrastructure development with modal shifts, as well 
as with cost and performance characteristics of transport modes 

 Endogenous formulation of public transport economics, ticket price derivation 
and infrastructure economics including derivation of infrastructure fees 

 Lifecycle analysis of energy and emissions by fuel type through linkage with 
the entire PRIMES energy systems model 

The model does not calculate spatial allocation of mobility as the TRANSTOOLS model 
which has resolution over a detailed spatial network; spatial coverage in PRIMES-
TREMOVE is stylised and is included for better modelling vehicle choice in relation to 
availability of refuelling/recharging infrastructure and thus for treating trip distance 
and vehicle ranges as factors influencing choice of vehicle types. PRIMES-TREMOVE 
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Barriers to rational 

technology choice 

Trip types, “range 

anxiety” and 

heterogeneity 

and TRANSTOOLS can interact with each other and exchange data so as to produce 
coordinated scenario projections. 

An important feature implemented in the PRIMES-TREMOVE transport model is the 
representation of vehicle range possibilities and the different refuelling infrastructure 
development which influence the choice of vehicle technology by consumers. 
Literature indicates that among the barriers for the introduction of alternative fuels 
such as electricity or hydrogen are the "range anxiety" and the lack of 
refuelling/recharging infrastructure. Such barriers do not entail direct cost 
implications to the consumers; they rather imply losses to their utility function. 
Conventional technologies like ICEs do not have neither range limitations nor face 
scarcity of refuelling infrastructure. Vehicles with limited range capability and lack of 
refuelling/recharging infrastructure are then endogenously penalised in the model 
and thus the corresponding perceived costs by the consumers are increased. 

Other barriers are captured through discount rates which are meant to be subjective 
and vary by consumer class so as to capture different perceptions of opportunity costs 
of drawing funds by individuals. Such barriers combined with representation of 
uncertainties surrounding new technologies discourage consumers in opting for 
cleaner and more efficient technologies which have higher upfront costs and lower 
variable running costs. The model can build scenarios in which policies are supposed 
to remove such barriers and accelerate market diffusion of cleaner technologies/fuels. 
By varying such policies, in intensity and over time, the model can analyse impacts on 
diffusion pace and costs arising from eventual lock-ins. 

PRIMES-TREMOVE distinguishes a number of different trip types varying according to 
purpose, geographic area and time. Average distance by trip type has been estimated 
using statistical surveys and depends on area type (metropolitan, motorway, etc.) and 
other factors. Comparing the range possibilities of a vehicle technology against only 
the average trip length of a typical representative consumer is not sufficient to 
capture the large variety of situations that exist in reality. Approaches based on 
averaging fail to represent the true effects of range limitations on consumer choices. 
For this purpose, the model representation of trip categories was extended by 
introducing a distribution of trip lengths for each trip category of the model.  

Heterogeneity is captured by assuming that a frequency distribution 
applies on each trip type showing different frequencies of various 
trip distances (short, long, etc.). The distributions have different 
shapes and standard deviations depending on the trip nature. By 
taking into account the distributions, the model compares the range 
possibilities of vehicle technology against each class of trip length 
within a trip category and derives cost penalties in case of 
mismatch; an example of a trip distribution histogram for motorway 
trips is shown in figure. The cost penalties are aggregated as 
weighted sums for each consumer type, depending on the 
involvement in the various trip categories and the relative 
distribution shapes in each category. The numerical parameters of 
the model reflect strong aversion for trip cases with high 
discrepancy between trip lengths and range possibilities of the 

technologies. The purpose of the formulation of heterogeneity in representation of 
trips is to assess the mileage performance of specific vehicle technologies (e.g. BEVs) 
over a fine resolution of trip distances. Because vehicles of consumers serve various 
trip types and various trip distances, vehicle choice is associated to availability of 
refuelling/recharging infrastructure.  Range anxiety is modelled as cost penalising 
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Refueling 

infrastructure and 

vehicle choice 

Endogenous vehicle 

mileage 

Vehicle technologies 

and vintages 

factors which are endogenously calculated at a fine resolution level. The model can 
thus assess cost and technology diffusion implications of recharging infrastructure 
development limited to urban centres versus development with wider coverage. 

Lack of adequate refuelling/recharging infrastructure is considered among the major 
barriers of large deployment of alternative energy carriers. Insufficient density of 
filling stations or public recharging plugs prevents consumers from using vehicles in 
all trip distances and in some geographic areas which implies additional costs for the 
consumer if a vehicle with such limitations is chosen. PRIMES-TREMOVE model 
captures this mechanism through modelling of cost penalties related to infrastructure 
which enter the economic choice modelling of consumers. The aim is to perform cost-
benefit analysis of developing new infrastructure: cost of investment would be 
compared to benefits in terms of externalities made possible by wider use of 
alternative fuels/technologies which require the infrastructure. The modelling 
includes the following: 

 The "spatial infrastructure" module features exogenous assumptions as 
regards refuelling/recharging infrastructure development and distinguishes 
between different areas and trips (urban/inter-urban/short/long distance). 
Trip types are represented through frequency distributions, as mentioned 
above.   

 The "infrastructure finance" module performs financial analysis of refuel-
ling/recharging infrastructure, evaluates investment and O&M costs of the 
infrastructure by category, and determines fees which optionally applies on 
users of infrastructure or are socialised..  

 The "market" module dynamically estimates the rate of use of infrastructure 
simultaneously with projection of market penetration of alternative 
fuels/technologies, depending on availability of infrastructure and its cost of 
use. 

The model projects mileage for each road vehicle type and its distribution over trip 
types and regions. Mileage estimation is simultaneous with distribution of mobility 
across transport modes and is fully embedded in the utility/cost optimisation of 
consumer behaviour. Mileage distribution depends on fuel type, vehicle age, variable/ 
fuel costs, perceived costs and cost penalties related to availability of refuelling 
infrastructure, range limitation and uncertainty surrounding new technologies. The 
aim is to capture "real life" driving patterns of potential users of new technology 
vehicles (e.g. commuting urban trips). The availability of refuelling/recharging 
infrastructure implies that the user cannot use his vehicle in all areas but only at those 
covered with adequate density of filling stations.  

PRIMES-TREMOVE represents a large set of alternative vehicle technologies, including 
conventional IC engines with various fuel possibilities, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles 
(PHEVs), BEVs and fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs). PHEVs and BEVs include 
technology variants with various electric ranges depending on battery capacity (e.g. 
PHEVs distinguishes between 20, 40, 80 km electric range categories and types with 
range extenders). Flexible fuel vehicles (FFVs) being able to run on high ethanol-
gasoline blends, vehicle types that can use low blends of biofuels (e.g. E10, B20 etc.), 
other biofuels such as biogas, bio-kerosene in aviation, bio-heavy oil in inland 
navigation are in the list of alternative technologies represented in the model. 
Electricity and hydrogen have been included in road transport for all transport means 
and LNG for road freight transport and inland navigation.  
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CO2 Car Standards and 

Car Efficiency 

Standards 

Additionally, a fuel choice module 
has been developed simulating the 
choice of the consumer between 
different substitutable fuels upon 
refuelling the vehicle. For example 
a diesel car is represented as being 
able to run either on conventional 
diesel (with low bio-fuel blending) 
or on various higher blends of 
biofuels (e.g. B20, B100). The fuel 
choice lies within the context of 
minimizing expenses allowing for 
policy measures to influence the 
choice towards cleaner fuels. Not 
all technology and fuel options are 
available in base year, but are 
assumed to become available 
gradually over time and reach 
commercial maturity at various 
degrees and at different future 
times, depending on market uptake. 
PRIMES-TREMOVE fully keeps 
track of technology vintages for 
transport means. New vintages 
incorporate the latest technologies 
and have to meet standards and 
regulations, such as the EURO 
standards. Second hand cars are 
included among the possible 

choices of consumers; they are represented to follow previous vintage technologies 
and their availability and prices are calibrated to real market characteristics by 
country. Trade of second hand cars between countries is not included in the model. 

Aiming at reducing vehicle tailpipe CO2 emissions the regulations No 443/2009 and 
No 510/2011 have set emission performance standards for new passenger cars and 
new light commercial vehicles. The standards apply on average sales of car 
manufacturers. PRIMES-TREMOVE modelled these standards as a constraint on 
weighted average emission performance of new cars in each period simulated by the 
model. A CO2 emissions label is associated to each car type, included in the model; 
using projected new car sales by type as weights, the model calculates average 
emission performance of the new car fleet which is compared against the standard; if 
average performance exceeds the standard, a cost penalty applies on car costs 
proportionally to the CO2 label for cars with labels exceeding the standard; thus, 
consumers are incited to modify the mix of car types in their choices; cost penalties 
increase until the standard is exactly met in each time period. The modelling method 
is equivalent of assuming that car manufacturers define high car prices to car types 
with label exceeding the standard in order to obtain a mix of car sales which on 
average complies with the standard. The car labels defined as specific CO2 emission 
performance (in gCO2/km) are based on the NEDC test cycle. In a similar way, 
PRIMES-TREMOVE implements energy efficiency standards (with labels expressed in 
toe of final energy per vehicle-km) and can also handle efficiency standards based on 
primary energy or emission standards (for various pollutants) based on lifecycle 
emission calculation. The model can also handle co-existence of multiple car 
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Efficiency-Cost Curves 

for all transport means 

Lifecycle analysis of 

energy and emissions  

standards. The same methodology applies also on heavy duty vehicles and other 
transport means so as to capture the effects of new regulations which may apply in 
the future. 

Energy efficiency improvement possibilities as an increasing function of unit cost are 
represented for all types and technologies of transport means. The cost-efficiency 
curves are shown to change over time as a result of autonomous (market-driven as 
opposed to policy-driven) technical progress. Depending on scenario context, the 
projected carbon prices or other shadow prices associated to policy targets are 
modelled as drivers of consumer choices towards more efficient transport means 
which have nonetheless higher unit costs. So the level of efficiency progress is 
endogenous in the model and is derived simultaneously with other variables from 
economic optimisation of consumer choices. The inclusion of efficiency-cost 
possibility curves is an important mechanism for representing progress of 
conventional road vehicle technologies and also for capturing efficiency improvement 
possibilities for trucks, trains, aircrafts and ships. The model does not include details 
about how efficiency improvement is obtained but instead it uses a reduced-form 
functional representation of progress enabled by several possible changes, such as 
more advanced engines, lighter materials, aerodynamic designs, etc. The numerical 
estimation of the reduced-form efficiency-cost curves has been based on a series of 
engineering studies and laboratory testing reports which are available in the 
literature. The efficiency-cost curves are also fully integrated in the dynamic 
representation of technology vintages. For example if assumptions drive early 
efficiency progress then future technologies will be at least equally efficient.   

PRIMES-TREMOVE transport model is linked with the entire PRIMES energy systems 
model and the PRIMES-Biomass Supply model. The linkage calculates lifecycle energy 
and emissions of fuels and energy carriers used for transportation.    

The PRIMES projects the entire energy balances and thus calculates primary energy 
requirements which correspond to the final energy amounts by fuel consumed in 
transport. Thus, policy analysis and targets focusing on primary energy or energy 
imports can be handled. PRIMES also projects greenhouse gas emissions related to 
energy covering the entire chain of energy transformations. Therefore it can calculate 
energy-related lifecycle emissions of transport fuels. Similar lifecycle calculations can 
be handled for air pollution. More enhanced air pollution calculations can be carried 
out using PRIMES model suite linked with GAINS model (IIASA). 

The PRIMES biomass supply model covers the entire lifecycle of bio-fuels and 
calculates greenhouse gas and air pollution for the entire chain of transformations, 
including cultivation, imports, pre-treatment, transport and conversion of biomass 
feedstock into biofuels. So, calculations of sustainability indices can be performed for 
all types of fuels used in transport, including mineral oil and bio-fuels (of various 
types and based on feedstock of various technology generations). 

The entire PRIMES model suite is able to perform calculations of well-to-tank, well-to-
wheel and tank-to-wheel energy requirements and emissions and also to handle 
policy targets, standards or taxation associated to such lifecycle indices. The PRIMES 
suite is also designed to simulate emission trading markets (e.g. ETS) which can 
include parts or the entire transport sector. Actually, aviation is included in the EU 
ETS; effects from that inclusion on costs, prices and efficiency improvement are fully 
captured in the model and obviously depend on ETS carbon prices.  
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Equilibrium between 

demand and supply of 

transport services, 

with distinction 

between self-

production and 

business production of 

transport services  

Model structure: Demand and supply equilibrium 

Overview 

PRIMES-TREMOVE solves a sort of market equilibrium between demand for transport 
services and supply of transport services.  

The model fully captures the features of demand and supply matching which prevail 
in transport sector: part of the supply of transport services is carried out by the same 
person who is a demander for such services; in other words, supply is split between 
self-supply of transport services and the purchasing of transport services from 
transportation companies.  

There are fundamental differences between self-production of transport services and 
purchasing from transport businesses: to self-supply the service, the consumer 
(individual or firm) faces both capital and variable costs, where capital costs 
correspond to the purchasing of transportation means, whereas when purchasing 
transport services from transport suppliers the consumer faces only variable costs 
(corresponding to ticket prices). Transportation companies also face capital and 
variable costs but sell services at transport tariffs (ticket prices, etc.).  

In addition, there is no capital rent in self-supply of transport services and the 
consumer chooses between alternative self-supply solutions by comparing total costs, 

assuming average cost pricing of 
alternative solutions. This contrasts 
prices as set by transportation 
companies which are often based on 
marginal costs, which may allow for 
capital rents (e.g. aviation). Other 
transportation companies owned by the 
state and subject to strong price 
regulation, apply average (instead of 
marginal) cost pricing rules to determine 
transportation tariffs.  

To find the equilibrium between demand 
and supply of transport services, 
PRIMES-TREMOVE considers transport 
prices as a pivot influencing both 
demand and supply.  

To include external costs and also other 
costs, such as congestion, the model 
includes additional components in the 
equilibrium enabling prices which is 
termed “generalised price of 
transportation” and is calculated both 
for self-production and for business 
supply of transport services.  

Based on the above mentioned approach, 
PRIMES-TREMOVE solves an equilibrium problem with equilibrium constraints 
(EPEC) simultaneously for multiple transport services and for multiple agents, some 
of which are individual consumers and other are firms which demand for transport 
services or produce transport services. The EPEC formulation also includes overall 
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constraints which represent policy targets (e.g. on emissions, on energy, etc.) which 
influence both demand and supply. Mathematically the model is solved as a non-linear 
mixed complementarity problem.  

The transport demand module simulates mobility decisions driven by macroeconomic 
drivers which distribute transport activity over different transport modes and trip 
types, so as to calculate transport services by mode for both individuals and firms. 
The decision process is simulated as a utility maximisation problem under budget and 
other constraints for individual private passengers and as a cost minimisation 
problem for firms. 

The transport supply module determines the mix of vehicle technologies (generally 
the transportation means), the operation of transport means by trip type and the fuel 
mix so as to meet modal transport demand at least cost. In case of supply by 
transportation companies, the module calculates transportation tariffs (ticket prices). 
Consumer or firm choices at various levels of the supply module use total costs, 
inclusive of capital costs, or only variable costs, as appropriate. For example 
purchasing a new car involves total cost comparisons among alternative solutions, but 
choice of fuel type for an existing car, if that is possible, or determining the rate of use 
of an existing car naturally involves only variable costs. The choice of technology is 
generally the result of a discrete choice problem which considers relative costs which 
optionally include factors indicating impacts on externalities. 

Solving for equilibrium also includes computation of energy consumption, emissions 
of pollutants and externality impacts related to the use of transportation means. 
Optionally, policy targets related to externalities (or overall efficiency or overall 
emissions) may become binding in equilibrium; through the mixed complementarity 
formulation of the model, such overall constraints influence all choices in the demand 
and supply transport modules.  

Both the demand and supply modules are dynamic over time, simulate capital 
turnover with possibility of premature replacement of equipment and keep track of 
equipment technology vintages. Foresight assumptions are optional and by default 
foresight is limited to two 5-year time periods. 

The transport demand module 

The transport demand module simulates the decision process of representative 
agents in defining total mobility and allocating mobility to a predefined set of 
transport modes and of trip types by mode. The model distinctly treats private 
passenger transportation and transportation driven by economic activity, such as 
movement of products and business trips. The former involves individuals deriving 
utility from mobility, whereas the latter involves firms needing mobility for business 
purposes.  

Representative individuals, i.e. passengers, are formulated to maximise a utility 
function subject to income constraint. Utility is derived from transport activity and 
also by consumption of goods and services not related to transportation. Thus 
substitutions are possible between transportation and non-transportation 
expenditures, when for example relative costs of transportation increase. Allocation of 
income to expenditures in transportation services and non-transportation goods and 
services is derived from optimisation. The projection of income is exogenous and is 
based on macroeconomic growth scenarios. Allocation of income to different utility 
inputs is organised as a tree involving choices at consecutive levels.  
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Utility formation is formulated using a nested Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) 
function. Concerning transportation-related choices, a first part of the tree involves 
trip types which are organised as a sub-tree which consecutively deals with trips by 
purpose, trips by geographic area and trips by distance classes.  

The second part of the overall tree for passenger transport involves distribution 
across transport modes of mobility by trip type. The corresponding sub-tree, allocates 
nobility between aggregate transport modes, such as public and private, and further 
down it allocates activity to more disaggregated transport modes such as private cars 
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Business 

transportation 

includes freight 

transport and 

passenger transport 

for business purposes  

(disaggregated by size), two wheelers, buses for urban trips, coaches for inter-urban 
trips, aviation, rail, inland navigation, metro and trams where applicable.  

Activity of business transportation derives from cost minimisation under constraints 
which represent mobility requirements associated to macroeconomic activity, which 
is exogenously projected. A nested constant elasticity of substitution (CES) production 
function is formulated to simulate substitutions at consecutive levels of a tree 
structure. The top level of the tree applies a Leontief decomposition of business 
mobility in passenger transportation for business purposes (transport to go to work 
places – commuting trips – is included in the transport tree of individuals) and freight 
transport. The next levels of the tree decompose mobility by trip type, distinguishing 
between geographic area types and trip distance classes. In the following tree levels 
decomposition starts from aggregate transport modes (bulk-private and public), 
which are further allocated to transport means such as trucks (with size 
differentiation), freight trains, maritime, etc.  

Both for passenger and freight transport mobility allocation differentiates trips 
between trip at peak or at off-peak times. The level structure of the trees allows to 
specify different values of elasticity of substitution by level so as to better capture the 
degree of substitutability between mobility choices. A low elasticity corresponds to 
choices that are close to be complementary to each other (in other words allocation is 
based on almost fixed proportions), whereas a high elasticity value signify that 
choices are substitutable to each other. 

The constant elasticity of substitution functional forms are calibrated to past year 
statistics. The official statistics of transport activity (e.g. EUROSTAT and DG MOVE 
Pocketbook) include aggregate decomposition of activity. Disaggregation up to the 
tree structure of the model has been based on transport surveys, on TREMOVE model 
data and on accounting techniques (Excel-based models). Validation of the calibrated 
transport demand model has been performed consisting of running the model over a 
large set of different assumptions about exogenous parameters, calculating aggregate 
elasticities and comparing them to econometrically estimated elasticity values as 
reported in the literature.  

Generally the values of elasticity substitutions in the CES transport activity functions 
are small, which implies that modal shifts are rather inflexible, as confirmed by 
several empirical studies found in the literature. Aiming at simulating long-term 
structural changes, including in the mix of transport modes, the model includes a 
“shifting” technique which applies on the scale parameters of the CES functions and 
allows to represent the effects of policies and infrastructure investments driving 
modal shifts at higher degrees than observed in the past. Intelligent transport 
systems, new transport infrastructure, congestion management policies acting in 
favour pf public transport in the cities, inter-modal facilitation techniques, improved 
logistics, etc. are examples of interventions that can accelerate modal shifts, in 
particular in favour of public transport and rail. PRIMES-TREMOVE does not 
represent these interventions in an explicit manner, because it lacks appropriate 
spatial resolution, but it can mirror their effects on modal shifts in scenarios, provided 
that detailed transport studies have measured these effects. 

The optimisation models for passenger and for business transport activity use unit 
prices/costs which are associated to each node of the bottom level of the trees and 
refer to specific transport modes for specific trip types. These prices/costs are 
calculated in the model of transport services supply. The unit costs of upper tree 
levels are calculated from minimum cost functions derived from the optimisation. 
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Overview  

Choice of new 

transport means. 

Costing methodology 

 

The transport services supply module 

The transport services supply module determines the mix of transport means 
technologies, the mix of fuels and the rate of use of transport means so as to meet 
demand for transport services as given by the transport demand module. To do this a 
cost minimisation model is solved which incorporates discrete choice behavioural 
models at various levels. Based on the results of cost minimisation, unit prices/costs 
are calculated following explicit pricing and cost accounting rules which are 
appropriate for each transport mode. These unit prices/costs may optionally include 
external costs. Demand for transport services depend on these unit prices/costs, and 
so a loop is established between demand and supply of transport services. 

A specific transport means can serve for more than one trip which have different 
characteristics in terms of geographic area, peak or off-peak time and distance. This is 
taken into account in establishing how supply matches demand for transport services. 
The unit price/cost by mode depends on the characteristics of the trips served by this 
mode.  

Stock-flow relationships are fully captured in tracking evolution of transport means 
fleet (vehicles, trains, vessels, aircrafts). The model considers stock of transport 
means inherited from previous time periods, calculates scrapping due to technical 
lifetime, evaluates the economics of possible premature scrapping and determines the 
best choice of new transport means which are needed to meet demand. The model 
also calculates the degree of using the transport means by trip type and so it 
calculates the unit costs of trips. To do this, the fuel mix is also chosen endogenously. 
The calculation involves all steps and options simultaneously. Balancing of demand 
and supply is obtained for each time period. The choices are based on cost 
minimisation which include anticipation factors.  

The choices involve adoption of specific technologies and fuel types; technical and 
economic characteristics of adopted technologies are inherited in future times when 
using the adopted technology. The model follows a vintage capital approach for all 
transport means which means that dynamically it keeps track of technology 
characteristics of transport means according to vintages. Not only latest technologies 
are available in the choice menu in a given time period; the model allows choice of 
older technologies, if that is permitted by legislation, which may have lower costs; 
thus the model capture behavioural inertia and also market features, such as the 
possibility of purchasing second hand vehicles. 

There are several factors influencing the choice of a new transport means. They 
include payable and non-payable elements. The former include true payments 
(internal costs) and external costs (when internalised); the latter include indirect 
costs as perceived by decision makers. 

True payable costs include all cost elements over the lifetime of the candidate 
transport means: purchasing cost which is interpreted as a capital cost; annual fixed 
costs for maintenance, insurance and ownership/circulation taxation; variable costs 
for fuel consumption depending on trip type and operation conditions; other variable 
costs including congestion fees, parking fees and tolled roads.  
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To compare candidate transport 
means, a total cost index is calculated 
which aggregates all cost elements on 
an annual basis. Only capital costs are 
upfront costs and so they are 
transformed in annuity payments. The 
transformation uses a discount rate 
which is conceived as opportunity 
cost of drawing funds by the decision 
maker. It is calculated as a weighted 
average cost of capital, which adds 
equity capital valued at a subjective 
discount rate (which is higher for 
individuals and lower for business) 
and borrowed capital valued at 
lending interest rate.  

Risk premium is also added which has 
several components differentiating 
sectors (private versus public), type of 
decision maker (higher risk for 
individuals) and type of technology 
(higher risk for yet immature 
technologies). The capital cost 
parameters can be changed by 
scenario and over time so as to mirror 
policies and evolutions which affect 
risk premium factors.  

The purchasing costs of new 
technologies are assumed to evolve 
dynamically, according to learning 
curves which depends on cumulative 
sales and to technology support policy 
(varying by scenario), reflecting 
economies of scale from mass 
production. Similar learning curves 
are included for car components such 
as batteries or fuel cells.  

Multiple external cost categories are 
due to transportation. They refer to 
congestion, accidents, noise and air 
pollution and they are evaluated in 
physical and monetary terms by the 

model. Monetary values are based on the Handbook of Internalisation of External 
Costs, published by the European Commission. 

Other factors which do not necessarily imply true payments by the user but may 
imply indirect costs are influencing decisions about choice of new vehicles (and 
generally transport means). The model includes perceived cost factors reflecting: 
technical risk of yet immature technologies, acceptance factors representing market 
penetration (this factor serves to simulate accelerated market diffusion), density of 

Schematic representation of factors influencing choice of new 

transport means 
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Specific fuel 

consumption 

Commercial maturity 

influences technology 

choice 

Infrastructure 

influences technology 

choice 

refuelling/recharging infrastructure applicable to technologies using alternative fuels 
and those that have range limitations.  

Market acceptance factors are used to simulate circumstances where consumers have 
risk avert behaviours regarding new technologies when they are still in early stages of 
market deployment. Perception of risk usually concern technical performance, 
maintenance costs and operation convenience. When market penetration exceeds a 
certain threshold, consumers imitating each other change behaviour and increasingly 
accept the innovative technologies giving rise to rapid market diffusion. Both stages of 
market deployment are captured in the model through appropriate values of market 
acceptance factors which are part of scenario design. So the model can simulate 
reluctance to adopt new technologies in early stages of diffusion and rapid market 
penetration, often leading to market dominance, in later stages.     

The decision making is also influenced by the availability of infrastructure and the 
range provided by each vehicle technology; these features are particularly important 
when new fuels or new technologies enter the market. In order to represent in a more 
refined manner the true effects of the range limitations of some vehicle technologies 
and the lack of adequate infrastructure of alternative fuels, the trip categories 
represented into the model are assumed to follow a frequency distribution of trip 
distances. The model assumes that decision makers compare the range possibilities of 
each vehicle technology and the availability of refuelling/recharging infrastructure for 
all classes of trip types and trip distances and apply cost penalties in case of 
mismatches between range limitations or non-availability of refuelling and trip types 
or trip distances. Thus, a vehicle or fuel type may not becoming competitive because 
of mismatches compared to other options which do not present such limitations. The 
mismatching considerations do not apply to conventional technologies such as the 
ICEs and are relevant for BEVs and FCEVs, as well as for alternative fuels such as 
electricity, hydrogen, methane, LNG, biofuels, etc. The refuelling/recharging 
infrastructure applies to road and to maritime transport networks and ports, 
respectively. 

Specific fuel consumption of each vehicle type is endogenously determined by the 
model and is calculated based on the COPERT1 methodology. The COPERT 
methodology enables calculation of fuel consumption of road vehicles as a function of 
their speed, which is determined by the endogenously calculated travelling time and 
the average mileage of trips per type of road transport mode. The complete COPERT 
methodology has been integrated into the model providing a strong analytical tool for 
the calculation of the consumption of various fuels and consequent calculations of 
costs. For other technologies not included in COPERT such as BEVs and FCEVs, data 
from literature and other studies are used. Similar approaches have been followed in 
the model to calculate specific fuel consumption by vehicle type and by trip type for 
bus/coaches and for heavy duty vehicles. 

The COPERT methodology enables calculation of fuel consumption of road vehicles as 
a function of their speed, which is determined by the endogenously calculated 
travelling time, the average mileage of trips per type of road transport mode, the 
occupancy factor for passenger trips and the load factor for freight transportations. 
The complete COPERT methodology as fully integrated into the model also serves to 
calculate emissions of pollutants, including NOx, CO, SO2, PM and VOC. 

                                                             

1 COPERT is a software program for calculation of air pollutant emissions from road transport (EEA and 
JRC). 
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Car decision tree  

Fuel choice The calculation of fuel consumption for hybrid vehicles has been modelled in such a 
way that takes into account the region in which the vehicle is moving. For urban 
regions the fuel savings are significantly higher than in non-urban ones because of 
traffic congestion and the slower average speeds that lead to more braking and thus 
to more energy regenerated by the hybrid powertrain.  

As far as plug-in hybrid cars are concerned, they are assumed to operate both as pure 
electric vehicles and as hybrids. The electric operation depends on the battery 
capacity which indicates an average pure electric mileage between charges. When the 
battery supplies are exhausted, the vehicle switches to a hybrid mode burning 
conventional fuel. Plug-in hybrid types with range extending engines are also 
included. The model includes pure electric vehicles as following a single all electric 
operation equipped with high capacity batteries. Electricity consumption for plug-in 
hybrids and pure electric vehicles is being calculated using efficiency figures drawn 
from literature. 

The choice of technology and fuel type when purchasing a new vehicle is represented 
in the model as a discrete choice model following a nested Weibull formulation. The 
upper level of the decision tree includes ICE types, battery-based electric cars and fuel 
cell cars. The next level distinguishes between conventional, hybrid and plug-in 
hybrids. Each of these car types is further disaggregated in technology types, 
regarding efficiency for conventional cars, range for electric cars, etc. 

The model includes possibility of fuel choice for some vehicle technologies. The choice 
depends on relative fuel costs of vehicles. Cost penalties apply for fuels with poorly 
available refuelling infrastructure. A logistic function is used to calculate the 
frequencies of alternative fuel choices. For example a diesel vehicle can refuel with 
diesel blend or pure biodiesel if technically feasible. 
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Scrapping of vehicles 

 

Regulations 

influencing choice of 

vehicles 

The capital vintage model includes normal scrapping and possibility of premature 
scrapping for economic reasons.  

Normal scrapping is represented using a distribution function (two parameters 
Weibull reliability function) with calibrated parameters by country. The distribution 
function indicates the survival probability of a vehicle type as a function of time after 
date of purchase. The model includes dependence of parameter values on income 
expectation, so as to capture scrapping rates reducing in periods of low economic 
growth and increasing in periods of sustained growth. For low income countries 
scrapping rates are high but they may reduce rapidly with economic growth.  

Low usage rates of yet not scrapped old vehicles is 
endogenous in the model through the determination of 
annual mileage by type of vehicle and by vintage. The 
driver in the model is economic cost of using a vehicle; 
obviously costs (fuel and environmental) increase with 
age and mileage decreases.  

Premature scrapping of a vehicle is endogenous and 
occurs when fixed and variable operating costs are 
higher than total costs (including annuity payment for 
capital) of a new vehicle. To capture other drivers, 
related to behavioural features, the model uses a logistic 
function to calculate the frequency of premature 
scrapping.  

The model includes several present and future regulations which influence choice of 
vehicle technologies. The EURO standards on pollutant emission performance are 
explicitly represented in the model for all types of vehicles. The model relates EURO 
standards with vehicle vintages and it specifies that only vehicle types which are 
compliant with the applicable EURO standard are available for choice in each period 
of time.  

The standards on specific CO2 emissions (e.g. EU regulations No 443/2009 and No 
510/2011) are modelled as constraints applying on average emission performance 
over all new vehicles that are available for choice. It is assumed that average specific 
CO2 emissions of the fleet sold by manufacturers in a period of time must not exceed 
the specific emission standard as applicable, otherwise a high penalty applies. The 
specific CO2 emissions of each vehicle are measured through the New European 
Driving Cycle (NEDC). A CO2 label is thus associated to each vehicle type.  

Average label for new registrations is computed by weighting labels by vehicle type 
using the shares of each vehicle type in new registrations. These shares are 
endogenous in the model and depend, among others, on the costs of purchasing new 
vehicles. If the average label is higher than the applicable standard, the model applies 
a cost penalty on the purchasing costs of each vehicle type proportionally depending 
on the difference between the vehicle’s label and the standard. As the purchasing 
costs of vehicles are modified, consumers are simulated to change the decisions and 
so the mix of new registrations is modified towards a lower average label. This 
process continues until average label is exactly equal to the standard.  
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Cost of time influences 

transport costs 

The model also represents other labelling policies and standards, as policy options. 
Energy efficiency labels and standards is such an example. They can be measured 
either in final energy or in primary energy terms. Mixed labelling and standards are 
also possible. 

Obviously the choice of standards influence future mix of vehicles and this is fully 
captured in the model. For example, very strict end-of-pipe CO2 standards would 
equally incite battery-based and fuel cell cars, but strict final energy efficiency 
standards would promote battery-based rather than fuel cell cars.  

Moderate CO2 or efficiency standards can be met also by conventional car 
technologies provided that they become more efficient. Cost-efficiency curves are 
modelled for all conventional technologies (and for various technologies and vehicle 
types in road transport) to represent a locus of efficiency improvement possibilities. 
The cost-efficiency curves have a time dimension and also have increasing slopes, 
which signify that purchasing costs increase with efficiency but the incremental costs 
decrease over time. 

Cost of time represents a monetary valuation of travelling time which differs between 
individual and business passengers, and also differs among transport modes 
depending upon temporally and geographically features. Cost of time is subdivided 
into cost of time for non-road and road transport.  Cost of time is expressed as the 
product of travelling time and the value of time, used to represent the value of travel 
time which differs between the trip types. Travel time is directly influenced by traffic 
congestion and in the case of road transport a congestion function is used in 
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Rail transport 

Air transport 

Maritime transport 

calculations. For public transport, cost of time also includes waiting time which is also 
influenced by congestion.  

The travelling time is calculated with distinction between metropolitan, other urban, 
motorway and other road areas, and depends on allocation of mobility to different 
trip types as calculated in the transport demand module. Travelling time also depends 
on exogenously defined parameters denoting infrastructure investment and 
expenditures for the creation of parking places. Travelling time for non-road 
transport is exogenously defined, taking into account average mileage and speed. 

Cost of time is included in the calculation of generalised price of transportation. 

Demand for rail transport (passengers and freight) as well as substitutions between 
rail and road transportation are covered in the transport demand module. The 
transport supply module aims at finding the mix of train types and fuel types to meet 
demand. For this purpose a discrete choice methodology determines the structure of 
the train fleet, by distinguishing between metro, tram, urban and non-urban trains as 
well as high speed rail. A capital vintage approach is implemented also for rail. Choice 
of new types of rail transport is simulated through a logistic share function that 
depends mainly on total operational costs and takes into account capital costs, fuel 
consumption, emissions etc. The stock of existing rail infrastructure is taken into 
account through an aggregate indicator which influences the degree of renewal of the 
train fleet. The model endogenously calculate mileage per vehicle technology, rail type 
and train vintage by taking into account relative variable costs and the influence of 
regulations. The model includes engineering-based formulas to calculate specific fuel 
consumption by train type and vintage and thus it derives total fuel consumption and 
emissions. Cost-efficiency curves, conceived as reduced-form representations of 
various efficiency improving techniques, are included for train technologies. 

Demand for air transport distinguishes between trip 
distance classes and also between domestic, intra-EU 
and international flights. The air transport supply 
module determines investment in new aircrafts, finds a 
mix of stylised aircraft technologies, and calculates fuel 
consumption and emissions. The model includes a few 
stylised aircraft technologies, namely ordinary, 
improved and advanced which have in that order have 
higher investment costs and higher energy efficiency. 
The efficiency possibilities are drawn from aggregate 
cost-efficiency curves, which are parameterized based 
on literature data. Specific fuel consumption is based on engineering-type formulas, 
drawn from literature, and the calculation distinguishes between distance classes of 
flights. The only alternative fuel possibility is to use blends with bio-kerosene. The 
blending rates are exogenously defined and are depending on emission reduction 
objectives (signalled through carbon prices) and assumptions about biofuel supply 
possibilities (which are included in the biomass supply and bio-fuel blending models). 
Inclusion of aviation in the EU ETS is explicitly modelled. 

Maritime transport refers to inland navigation and distinguishes between short sea 
shipping and inland water ways, as well as between freight and passenger transport. 
Vessel types refer to stylised technologies (ordinary, improved, advanced). Cost-
efficiency curves capture possible energy efficiency improvement is relation to capital 
costs. Choice of fuels include conventional mineral oil, blended bio-fuels and LNG.  
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A separate model projects activity and energy consumption for international maritime 
bunkers. Activity is projected using a simplified world trade model covering EU 
import exports with distinction of ships carrying hydrocarbons, bulk cargo and 
containers. Separate drivers are considered for each category and for energy bulk 
cargo the model links to energy imports-exports of the EU. Allocation to EU ports is 
based on exogenous parameters and time trends. Energy consumption is based on 
specific fuel consumption functions which use cost-efficiency curves to summarise 
efficiency possibilities. Alternative fuels include bio-fuels and LNG. 

Generalised Price of Transportation 

As mentioned before, the transport supply module projects the structure of the 
vehicle, train, aircraft and vessel fleet together with fuel consumption and emissions. 
The calculations are based on simulated decisions which can be grouped as follows: 

• Normal scrapping 
• Premature scrapping of old stock of vehicles  
• Requirements for new vehicle registrations 
• Allocation of new vehicle registrations into different technologies 
• Fuel choice  
• Annual mileage per vehicle type and vintage which is further distributed 

by trip type. 

At this stage fuel consumption and emissions are calculated. Policy driven regulations 
and standards influence the simulated choices. 

The above mentioned decisions imply expenditure for purchasing transport means, 
for fixed and variable operating costs and for externalities if and where applicable. 
The model calculates an indicator of unit cost of transportation by mode and trip type, 
inclusive of all cost elements, the cost of time and external costs if applicable.  

The unit cost is based on average costs for self-supply of transportation services and 
on tariff setting rules for business supplied transportation services. The rules mirror 
current practices and regulations concerning ticket and tariff setting by 
transportation businesses and generally combine marginal cost and average cost 
pricing. For aviation marginal cost pricing is assumed to prevail. For rail and road 
public transport, average cost pricing is assumed with partial recovery of fixed capital 
costs, depending on assumptions about subsidies. Fixed cost recovery is distributed 
across customer types using a Ramsey-Boiteux methodology. 

The calculated unit cost of transportation by mode and trip type is termed 
“generalised prices of transportation” and is conveyed to the transport demand 
module where it influences demand for transportation services. The interaction 
through the generalised prices of transportation ensures equilibrium between 
demand and supply of transport services. 

The transport demand and the technology choice modules reach an equilibrium 
through the generalised price of transportation. The generalised price is determined 
once the structure of the vehicle fleet is defined (at minimum cost) by the technology 
choice module to meet the projected demand derived from the transport demand 
module. The generalised price of transportation differs among the transport modes 
and across the various trips and regions. It is also endogenously defined as a result 
from an interaction between the demand and the technology choice modules. 
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Refuelling/recharging Infrastructure 

As mentioned above, the availability of refuelling or recharging infrastructure has an 
impact on vehicle and fuel choices. Aiming also at supporting cost-benefit analysis, 
PRIMES-TREMOVE includes a block of modules on refuelling/recharging 
infrastructure development. 

The refuelling/recharging infrastructure is represented for urban, semi-urban and 
inter-urban categories per country, as a density of refuelling/recharging points. The 
projection of densities is exogenous and is part of scenario design. 

The density of infrastructure of 
different fuels in various areas is 
connected to agents' travelling 
habits (represented through 
stylised histograms of trip 
distances). The combination is 
modelled as a driver of 
vehicle/fuel choice.  

The fuel types with explicit 
infrastructure modelling are grid 
electricity, hydrogen, CNG gas, 
LNG gas, LPG, biogas and liquid 
bio-fuels (when there are 
separate dispensers for bio-
fuels). Specific infrastructure 
assumptions are included for 
larger and heavier vehicles like 
HDVs and buses and for vessels 
(e.g. LNG in ports).  

The infrastructure finance 
module calculates investment 
and O&M costs of the 
infrastructure by category, as 
well as revenues which depend 
on the scenario specification 
about infrastructure tariff 
method, funding and 
remuneration. Using model-
derived rates of use of the 
infrastructure, the module 
calculates infrastructure 
remuneration and capital cost 
recovery in case exogenously 
assumed tariffs are applied only 
to users of infrastructure. 
Alternatively, if tariffs are 
socialised (i.e. applied on all 
consumers), the module 
calculate the level of the tariff as 
required to recover capital costs.   

Area Distance classes 

Metropolitan area - 

Other urban areas - 

Motorway 

Short distance coverage ( < 100 km ) 

Medium distance coverage (100-300 km)  

Long distance coverage (> 300 km)  

Other roads 
Short distance coverage ( < 100 km) 

Medium distance coverage (>100 km)  

Spatial infrastructure 

module 
(feeds exogenous assumptions 

on density and location of 

refuelling/recharging 

infrastructure)

PRIMES-TREMOVE

Scenario Quantification:
 Energy demand, emissions, 

vehicle fleet mix, activity, costs 

externalities, etc.

 Rate of use of infrastructure

Infrastructure finance 

module
(performs financial analysis, 

assesses investment, estimates 

costs, remuneration and rate of 

return)

Market regulatory module
(sets the regulatory environment (e.g. 

self-regulation, regulated monopoly, etc) 

for different markets (infrastructure/ fuel 

supply/ automotive industry), influences 

market anticipation for alternative 

technologies/fuels )

Scenario context 

definition
(policies, regulations, 

techno-economic 

assumptions)
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Calculation of external costs 

The main external costs in transport are congestion, accidents, noise and air pollution. 
Physical and monetary valuation are projected by the PRIMES-TREMOVE model.  

The external costs of congestion denote the additional social cost incurred to the 
other users of the road infrastructure by an additional car. The model captures 
congestion impacts as changes from base year values due to vehicle activity 
depending on exogenously assumed changes in infrastructure. The calculation has 
limitations due to limited spatial coverage (stylised geographical areas) of the model. 
The aim of the model is to include a monetary valuation of congestion in the cost of 
time indicator which influences choices in demand and in supply of transport services.  

Similarly, the model includes a simple calculation of impacts on accidents which is 
based on total activity of vehicles and on exogenous time trends. The impacts on noise 
are based on exogenous parameters which are differentiated by type of vehicle and 
technology. 

The model calculates air pollution emissions as a function of fuel consumption, 
depending on vehicle and technology types and also depending on standards. 
Diffusion of pollution is not included. 

Monetary valuation of externalities is based on average values drawn from literature 
and from the impact assessment handbooks published by the European Commission. 
The model includes possibility to internalise externality impacts in various forms, 
such as inclusion of specific constraints (e.g. upper limits on physical evaluation of 
impacts) or as taxation on fuels or on vehicle types defined so as to reflect impacts on 
externalities. Obviously, the internalisation influences vehicle and fuel choices and 
affects cost of transportation. 

Measuring disutility costs 

The PRIMES-TREMOVE model has a microeconomic foundation and solves a utility 
maximisation problem for the individuals. When unit price of transportation increases 
for any reason, consumer’s utility (as well as the transportation activity) may 
decrease if substitutions are imperfect. Fuel price rises, taxation increase, emission 
constraints etc. are among the causes which drive reduction in transport activity. 

In monetary terms the utility level changes are measures following the income 
compensating variation method. This calculates the additional amount of income that 
consumers would require to allow increase in transport activity so as to compensate 
for the loss of utility due to the rise of unit price of transportation.  

The disutility costs thus reflect the losses in utility (due to lower transport activity) of 
consumers in the context of a counterfactual scenario compared to a baseline 
scenario.  
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Source of data and calibration to statistics 

PRIMES-TREMOVE transport model is calibrated to 2005 and 2010 historical data. 
The main data come from statistics on passenger and freight transportation activity as 
available in EUROSTAT databases. Energy consumption is calibrated to EUROSTAT 
energy balances. Vehicle stock for road transport is calibrated to FLEETS database 
and to EUROSTAT. Rail data come from EXTREMIS database. Initial values for 
occupancy, load factors and average vehicle annual mileages are derived from TRANS-
TOOLS and TREMOVE databases; these initial values are further modified using 
special routines to calibrate to EUROSTAT more aggregated data. Data on vehicle 
purchasing costs are drawn from “Car prices within the European Union” reports. 
Excise taxes are derived from DG TAXUD excise duty tables. Aviation draws data from 
EUROCONTROL databases and maritime from IMO databases and other sources. 

The split of transport 
activity by transport 
mode, by transport 
means and the 
allocation to trip types 
is a complex data 
treatment task which 
is made using a special 
routine which draws 
data from EUROSTAT 
(aggregate figures), 
TRANS-TOOLS (split 
of activity of each 
transport mode by 
stylised area, such as 
metropolitan, 
motorway etc., by 
purpose such as 
commuting, non-
working, business, etc. 
and time such as peak, 
off-peak. The splitting 
routines also draws 
from TREMOVE data.  

Load factors for freight transportation and occupancy rates for passenger 
transportation are simultaneously derived in the splitting routine using data from 
surveys and minimum-maximum limits to capture differences by trip type. The stock 
of vehicles provided by the FLEETS database is at high level of disaggregation (vehicle 
size, fuel, engine size for cars and motorcycles, vehicle gross weight for trucks, EURO 
standard). The specific energy consumption is retrospectively calculated using the 
COPERT methodology which considers average speed of vehicles at same level of 
disaggregation as the vehicle stock. To calibrate annual mileage of vehicles at high 
resolution of vehicle types and vintages, expert-driven values are used to reflect that 
for example older cars are less used than new cars.     

  

Specific energy 

consumption per vehicle 

technology, age and 

EURO standard

COPERT

Split of total activity 

per transport mode by 

trips and purpose 

(e.g. urban, business)

TRANS-TOOLS

Total activity per 

transport mode (e.g. 

private cars)

EUROSTAT

Total energy 

consumption per 

transport sector (e.g. 

road sector)

EUROSTAT

Annual mileage per 

vehicle type and age  in 

vkm

TREMOVE

Stock of vehicles per 

type, technology and 

age

FLEETS/EUROSTAT

Calibration

Load factors/

occupancy rates

TRANS-TOOLS

Calibration outcome:

 Adjusted annual mileage per 

vehicle type, age, trip and 

purpose (in vkm)

 Slight adjustments on COPERT 

functions to simulate country 

specific real-life consumption  

 Adjusted load factors and 

occupancy rates
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Classification of transport means 

Category Type Technology 

Small cars  

(<1.4 l) 

Gasoline Pre ECE, ECE, Conventional, Euro I-V 

Bio-ethanol Bio-ethanol blend, E85 FFV 

Hybrid Gasoline Euro IV-VI 

Plug-in hybrid Gasoline Plug-in hybrid technology 

Diesel Euro IV-VI 

Bio-diesel Blended Bio-diesel 

Synthetic fuels Synthetic fuels 

Hybrid Diesel Euro IV-VI 

Plug-in hybrid Diesel Plug-in hybrid technology 

Battery electric Battery electric technology 

Hydrogen Hydrogen fuel cell 

Medium Cars  

(1.4 - 2.0 l) 

Gasoline Pre ECE, ECE, Conventional, Euro I-V 

Bio-ethanol Blended Bio-ethanol, E85 ethanol car 

Hybrid Gasoline Euro III-V 

Plug-in hybrid Gasoline Plug-in hybrid technology 

Diesel Pre ECE, ECE, Conventional, Euro I-V 

Bio-diesel Blended Bio-diesel 

Synthetic fuels Synthetic fuels 

Hybrid Diesel Euro III-V 

Plug-in hybrid Diesel Plug-in hybrid technology 

Battery electric Battery electric technology 

LPG Conventional, Euro I-V 

CNG Euro II-V 

Hydrogen Hydrogen fuel cell 

Large Cars  

(>2.0 l) 

Gasoline Pre ECE, ECE, Conventional, Euro I-V 

Bio-ethanol Blended Bio-ethanol, E85 ethanol car 

Hybrid Gasoline Euro III-V 

Plug-in hybrid Gasoline Plug-in hybrid technology 

Diesel Pre ECE, ECE, Conventional, Euro I-V 

Bio-diesel Blended Bio-diesel 

Synthetic fuels Synthetic fuels 

Hybrid Diesel Euro III-V 

Plug-in hybrid Diesel Plug-in hybrid technology 
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Category Type Technology 

Battery electric Battery electric technology 

LPG Conventional, Euro I-V 

CNG Euro II-V 

Hydrogen Hydrogen fuel cell 

Motorcycles 

2-stroke technology, 
Gasoline, biofuels Conventional 

4-stroke technology using 
gasoline/biofuels 

or electric motors 

Capacity 50-250 cc  

Capacity 250-750 cc  

Capacity 750cc  

Mopeds 

Moped Conventional, 
Gasoline, biofuels 

Conventional, Euro I-V 

Electric mopeds Pure electric technology 

Light Duty 
Vehicles  

(<3.5 ton) 

 

Gasoline Conventional, Euro I-V 

Hybrid Gasoline LDV gasoline hybrid technology 

Plug-in hybrid Gasoline Plug-in hybrid technology 

Diesel Conventional, Euro I-V 

Hybrid Diesel LDV diesel hybrid technology 

Biofuels Biofuels 

LPG LPG 

CNG CNG 

Synthetic fuels Synthetic fuels 

Plug-in hybrid Diesel Plug-in hybrid technology 

Battery electric Battery electric technology 

Hydrogen  Hydrogen fuel cell 
 

Category Type Technology 

Heavy Duty 
Trucks  

(> 3.5 ton) 

Capacity 3.5-7.5 ton, 
Conventional 

Diesel trucks 
Methane 
trucks (LNG) 

LPG 
trucks 

Capacity 7.5-16 ton, 
Conventional 

Capacity 16-32 ton, 
Conventional 

Capacity >32 ton, 
Conventional 

Capacity 3.5-7.5 ton, Hybrid 
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Category Type Technology 

Capacity 7.5-16 ton, Hybrid 
Truck diesel hybrid technology , biofuels, 
synthetic fuels  

Capacity 16-32 ton, Hybrid 
Electric trucks, Hydrogen fuel cell trucks 

Capacity >32 ton, Hybrid 

Busses-Coaches 

Diesel Conventional, Euro I-V 

CNG CNG thermal 

LPG LPG 

Busses only Hybrid Diesel Hybrid Diesel technology 

Battery electric Battery electric technology 

Biodiesel Biodiesel technology 

Synthetic fuels Synthetic fuels 

Hydrogen Hydrogen fuel cell 

Metro Metro Type Metro Technology 

Tram Tram Type Tram Technology 

Passenger Train 

Locomotive 
Locomotive diesel 

Locomotive electric 

Railcar 
Railcar diesel 

Railcar electric 

High speed train type High speed train technology 

Freight Train 

Locomotive 
Locomotive diesel 

Locomotive electric 

Railcar 
Railcar diesel 

Railcar electric 
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Model outputs 

The PRIMES-TREMOVE model as the whole PRIMES suite gives standardised outputs 
independently if the requirements refer to a baseline, scenario or variant; the set of 
information delivered, the excel files delivered, are the same and an overview of the 
model outputs may be found below. The projections cover a time horizon up to 2050 
by 5-years steps. 

Model output Level of detail 
Transport activity By transport mode, type of transport means, by 

purpose, by agent and by stylised geographic area and 
by trip type 

Final energy demand By transport mode and vehicle type and by fuel type 
Specific energy consumption Efficiency indicators for all transport means 
CO2 emissions TTW By transport modes, vehicle type and fuel 
CO2 Emissions WTW By transport mode, vehicle type and fuel 
Vehicle stock By vehicle type and fuel type, as well as by vintage 
New vehicle stock By vehicle type 
Refuelling/recharging infrastructure Density by fuel and by geographic area type; linkage to 

trip types 
Infrastructure costs for charging and 
refuelling  

Ex-post calculation based on modelling results, related 
to the level of penetration of the different vehicle/fuel 
types and analysis of cost recovery 

Investment expenditures By transport means, by mode and by agent 
Capital costs related to transport 
equipment 

By transport means, by mode and by agent in annual 
payment terms. Also, calculation of additional capital 
costs for energy and emissions purposes based on an 
incremental cost method. 

Fixed operation costs By transport means, by mode and by agent 
Fuel costs By transport means, by mode and by agent 
Excise duty payments By transport means, by mode and by agent 
VAT on fuel payments By transport means, by mode and by agent 
CO2 tax payments By transport means, by mode and by agent 
Ticket prices for public transport By transport mode and finance balances by mode 
Registration and circulation tax 
payments 

By transport mode distinguished between household 
and business expenditures 

EU Emission Trading Scheme 
payments 

By transport mode distinguished between household 
and business expenditures 

Variable non-fuel operation costs By transport mode and vehicle type 
Disutility costs For passenger and freight transport 
Pollutant emissions (CO, NOx, PM2.5, 
SO2) 

By transport mode and distinction by trip area 
(urban/inter-urban) 

External costs (congestion, accident, 
air pollution, noise) 

By mode vehicle type and trip area  

The model output is presented in the forms of excel sheets for all the modelling tools. 
The PRIMES-TREMOVE model includes two excels files available for each country, as 
well as the EU15, NM12 and EU28 aggregates.  
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